MANNERS

PICTURE BOOKS & J READERS

- This little piggy's book of manners by Kathryn Allen
- Please, Mr. Panda by Steve Antony
- Llama Llama time to share by Anna Dewdney
- Nobunny’s perfect by Anna Dewdney
- Loud Louie by Sheila Sweeny Higginson
- The little Brute family by Russell Hoban
- Do Unto Otters by Laurie Keller
- Manners can be fun by Munro Leaf
- ¡Hola! ¡gracias! ¡adios! : un cuento para aprender a ser educados by Cristina Elisenda Roca Losantos
- Two speckled eggs by Jennifer k. Mann
- Monster knows table manners by Connie Miller
- Give please a chance by Bill O'Reilly & James Patterson
- People don't bite people by Lisa Wheeler
- The duckling gets a cookie!? by Mo Willems
- Thank you please by Pierre Winters
- How do dinosaurs eat their food? by Jane Yolen

NON-FICTION BOOKS

- Oh, how Sylvester can pester! : and other poems more or less about manners by Robert Kinerk
- Time to say "please"! by Mo Willems
- Emily’s sharing and caring book by Cindy Post Senning
- Emily's everyday manners by Peggy Post
- Apologies to Zs: manners from A to Z by Mary Elizabeth Salzmann